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Abstract 
 
Aim: Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) can cause stress, anxiety, and 
fear, especially in healthcare workers as it has a high risk of transmission. 
The aim of this study was to investigate the levels of stress and anxiety 
during the COVID-19 pandemic among dentists working in our country. 

Methodology: The study included 164 dentists. Sociodemographic data 
and the stress and anxiety levels of the individuals who participated in the 
study were recorded. The COVID-19 Stress Scale and the Perceived Stress 
Scale-10 were used for evaluation of the stress levels, and the Generalized 
Anxiety Disorder 7 was used to evaluate the anxiety levels. All data were 
considered statistically significant at p < 0.05. 

Results: Among those who participated in the study, 112 were women 
and 52 were men, and 50% of them were 20 to 30 years of age. Based on 
the information these dentists provided, 63% did not have any expertise 
and 66% had worked in the normalization process. Their scores in the 
COVID-19 Stress Scale, the Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale 7, and 
Perceived Stress Scale-10 were 64.4 ± 25.2, 5.46 ± 4.8, and 18.8 ± 5.9, 
respectively, and there was a positive correlation between all scales. When 
evaluating the stress levels according to gender, it was observed that those 
of the female dentists were higher than those of the male dentists (p < 
0.05). There was no significant difference in the anxiety levels between 
the male and female dentists. While there were no significant differences 
between the dentists who worked during the pandemic process and those 
who did not work (p > 0.05), the COVID-19 stress levels were found to be 
lower in the normalization process (p < 0.05). 
Conclusion: The COVID-19 pandemic has caused stress and anxiety in 
dentists and has affected female dentists more than male dentists. In 
addition, working during the pandemic process can benefit dentists by 
helping to reduce the stress caused by the pandemic. 
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Introduction 
 

In recent years, three coronaviruses have crossed 
from animal species and transmitted disease to 
humans, causing outbreaks of large-scale pandemics (1, 

2). Among these viral zoonotic pathogens were severe 
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and 
Middle East respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus 
(MERS-CoV), both of which can cause respiratory 
diseases in humans. An outbreak of a form of 
pneumonia resulting from a new coronavirus (SARS-
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CoV2, which causes COVID-19) began in December 2019 
in Wuhan, China (3-5). COVID-19 then spread rapidly 
throughout the world (6). 

In our country, the first coronavirus case was seen 
in March 2020, and a significant increase in the 
numbers of cases and deaths were observed in the days 
that followed (7, 8). 

This novel virus causes an acute and deadly disease 
and leads to increases in mortality rates. The rise in the 
numbers of deaths due to COVID-19 has greatly 
increased the prevalence of fear, anxiety, and 
depression in healthcare professionals and the general 
population (9). The results of a survey study conducted 

in 2020 by Wang et al. on Chinese people reported that 
COVID-19 caused psychological effects that were 
moderate to high in severity among 53.8% of the 
participants (10). In addition to the psychological 
effects that COVID-19 had on the general population, 
the fear among healthcare workers of being infected 
with the virus while treating patients who had already 
been infected with it and of then infecting their own 
families and loved ones has caused them to experience 
even greater stress. Dentists are at the top of the list 
of professions that have a high risk of contamination, 
because of the intense aerosol and airborne particles 
to which they are exposed during dental therapy. 
Dentists have been confronted with more psychological 
problems such as stress, anxiety, and depression 
because they have a particularly high risk of becoming 
infected by patients and potentially transmitting the 
virus to their peers, families, and other patients (11). 

In previous epidemics that have taken place 
throughout the world, psychological effects such as 
somatization, depression, anxiety, and hostility toward 
the outside world were reported in about 10% of 
healthcare workers (12). A study from Taiwan that 
researched stress responses among the healthcare 
workers reported that 20% felt stigmatized, and 5% 
suffered from acute stress disorders. In addition, 
another study found that 9% of the hospital staff had 
considered resignation and declared their reluctance to 
work during the SARS epidemic (13). More recently, the 
prevalence of stress-related symptoms, anxiety, and 
depression were found to be 73.4%, 44.7%, and 50.7%, 
respectively, among hospital staff during the COVID-19 
pandemic (14). A recent study in our country also 
showed that the COVID-19 pandemic causes anxiety and 
fear. In addition, postgraduate dentistry students 
reported high scores with regard to fear in relation to 
COVID-19 (15). The purpose of this study, then, was to 
research the stress and anxiety levels that dentists in 
our country felt as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 
The study protocol was approved by the Ethics 

Committee of the Necmettin Erbakan University 
Faculty of Dentistry (2020/02-09) and was carried out 
in accordance with the instructions of the Declaration 
of Helsinki. The information about the purpose, 
content, and procedures of the study was provided in 
an online form, and online written consent was taken 

from all the participants. In total, 164 dentists were 
included in the study. The study sample contained 112 
women (68.3%) and 52 men (31.7%). The mean age was 
ranged from 20 to 60 years.  

A Google form was created and circulated on 
different online platforms. The information about the 
study's purpose, content, and procedures was provided 
in the online form and approved by the participants. 
Sociodemographic data and the stress and anxiety 
levels of the individuals who participated in the study 
were recorded. The sociodemographic data included 
the marital statuses, ages, and genders of the 
participants. The COVID-19 Stress Scale (CSS) and 

Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)-10 were used for 
evaluation of the stress levels, and the Generalized 
Anxiety Disorder (GAD)-7 was used for evaluation of the 
anxiety level.  

 

COVID-19 Stress Scale 

The study used the COVID-19 Stress Scale (CSS) 
that was developed by Taylor et al. to measure the 
stress levels of individuals during the COVID-19 
pandemic (16). The answer to each question in the CSS, 
which is a Likert-type scale that includes 36 questions 
from the participants, consists of five possible scores 
ranging from 0 (Never) to 4 (Always). The total score 
classified the stress levels as follows: less than 5 as low 
stress, 5 to 16 as mild stress, 17 to 36 as moderate 
stress, 31 to 71 as high stress, and ≥ 71 as severe stress. 

 

PSS-10 

Perceived Stress Scale-10 is designed to measure 
how certain stressful situations in a person's life are 
perceived (17). The test-retest reliability coefficient of 
the Turkish PSS-10 was 0.886, and internal consistency 
coefficient was 0.82. PSS-10, comprising 10 items, 
consisted of descriptive terms of stress symptoms rated 
by the subject on a 4-point scale, ranging from "Never 
(0)" to "Very often (4)". The total score classified the 
stress density levels: less than 9, low stress; 9 to 16, 
moderate stress; and ≥16, high stress. 

 
GAD-7 

The Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD-7) scale, a 
self-report anxiety scale comprising 7 items, is a highly 
reliable scale (Cronbach’s α = 0.85) in the Turkish 
population. The answer to each question in the GAD-7, 
is rated on a 4-point scale.  The total score ranges from 
0 to 21 classified the anxiety levels: less than 4, 
absence of anxiety; 5 to 9, mild anxiety level; 10 to 14, 
moderate anxiety level, and ≥15 severe anxiety level 
(18).  
 

Statistical analysis 
 

Data analysis was undertaken using the SPSS 
software version 21.0 (IBM SPSS Inc., Armonk, NY, USA). 
The scales used in the study were tested with 
exploratory factor analysis and reliability analysis for 
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data analysis. For the sociodemographic data and 
categorical data were assessed using the χ2 test. 
Correlation analysis and chi-square analysis were 
performed the analysis of the variables. 

 

Results 

 
A total of 162 dentistry (112 women and 52 men) 

were asked to participate in the survey. 
Sociodemographic characteristics of the participants 
are presented in Table 1. The ages of the participants 
were 18 to 60 years. 76 participants were married and 

had a child.  There observed that 63% of participants 
have no expertise in dentistry. One hundred seven 
participants (65.2%) worked in dental clinics. Others 
worked in dental centers (6.7%) and universities (28%). 
The vast majority of participants (66.5%) were studied 
during the restriction process, 87.2% of participants 
were studied during the normalization process in the 
pandemic. In addition, 53.4% of dentists made the 
routine dental applications in the normalization 
process in the pandemic.  

Amongst this, 40.9% of participants had a low-
stress level, 16.5% had moderate stress, and 42.7% 
suffered from severe stress levels, as shown in Table 2. 
The total CSS of participants was 64.4±25.2. There was 
a statistically difference between the male and female 
individuals (x2: 11.901, p: 0.002), and female dentists 
were more stress levels compared to men (p<0.05). 
There were no differences in CSS levels between 
working and non-working dentists during the restriction 
process of the pandemic x2: 3.464, p:0.177) (Table 3), 

however, CSS levels were found to be lower working 
dentists during the normalization process (x2: 9.517, 
p:0.009) (Table 4). 

6.7% of participants had low perceived stress 
levels, 16.5% had moderate perceived stress, and 76.8% 
suffered from high perceived stress levels, as shown in 
Table 5. Total PSS-10 scores of participants were 
18.8±5.9. There was a statistically difference between 
the male and female individuals (x2: 16.091, p: 0.001). 
In females, the high perceived stress level was 83.9%; 
however, the high perceived stress level was 61.5% for 
men (p<0.05). There were no differences in COVID-19 
stress levels between working and non-working dentists 

during the restriction and normalization process of the 
pandemic (p> 0.05). 

Total GAD-7 scores of participants were 5.46±4.8. 
47% of participants had mild anxiety, 34.1% had 
moderate anxiety, 12.2% suffered from high anxiety, 
and 6.7% severe anxiety, as shown in Table 6. There 
was no statistical difference between the male and 
female individuals (x2: 6.810, p: 0.078). In females, the 
high and severe anxiety level was 21.3%; however, the 
high perceived stress level was 11.5% for men (p<0.05).  
There were no differences in COVID-19 stress levels 
between working and non-working dentists during the 
restriction and normalization process of the pandemic 
(x2: 1.304, p:0.728) 

There is a statistically significant positive 
relationship between the CSS, PSS-10, and GAD-7 
(p<0.05) (Table 7). As presented in Table 8; internal 
consistency and the mean scores for CSS, PSS-10, and 
GAD-7. Cronbach’s alpha values of CSS, PSS-10 and 
GAD-7 were 0.938, 0.915 and 0.748, respectively.

 
Table 1. Socio-demographics characteristics of individuals 

 
 

N % 

Gender 
Male 52 31,7 

Female 112 68,3 

Age 

20-30 years 82 50,0 

31-40 years 34 20,7 

41-50 years 19 11,6 

51-60 years 17 10,4 

>60 years 12 7,3 

Marital Status 
Unmarried 88 53,7 

Married 76 46,3 

Chronic disease 
No 148 90,2 

Yes 16 9,8 

Child Ownership 
No 100 61,0 

Yes 64 39,0 

Living with Family 
No 53 32,3 

Yes 111 67,7 
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Table 2. Comparison of COVID-19 stress scale levels of individuals 

 

 
COVID-19 Stress 

Total x2 p 

Low Moderate Severe 

Gender 

Male 

n 13 15 24 52  

 

 

 

 

 

 

11,991 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0,002* 

% 25,0% 28,8% 46,2% 100,0% 

Female 

n 54 12 46 112 

% 48,2% 10,7% 41,1% 100,0% 

 

Total 

n 67 27 70 164 

% 40,9% 16,5% 42,7% 100,0% 

 
 
 

Table 3. Comparison of generalized anxiety disorder levels by employment status in restriction 

 

 
CSS 

Total x2 p 
Mild Moderate Serious 

Employment 

Status in 

Restriction 

No 
n 19 7 29 55 

 

3,464 

 

0,177 

% 34,5% 12,7% 52,7% 100,0% 

Yes 
n 48 20 41 109 

% 44,0% 18,3% 37,6% 100,0% 

Total 
n 67 27 70 164 

% 40,9% 16,5% 42,7% 100,0% 

        

 
 
 

Table 4. Comparison of COVID-19 stress levels by working status in the normalization process 
 

 
CSS 

Total x2 p 

Mild Moderate Serious 

Working 

Status in 

Normalization 

Process 

No 

n 6 0 15 21 
 

 

 

 

 

 

9,517 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0,009 

% 28,6% 0,0% 71,4% 100,0% 

Yes 

n 61 27 55 143 

% 42,7% 18,9% 38,5% 100,0% 

Total 

 
67 27 70 164 

% 40,9% 16,5% 42,7% 100,0% 
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        Table 5. Comparison of perceived stress scale-10 levels of individuals 

 

 Perceived Stress 
Total x2 p 

Low Moderate Severe 

Gender 

Male 
n 9 11 32 52  

 

 

 

 

 

16,091 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0,001* 

% 17,3% 21,2% 61,5% 100,0% 

Female 
n 2 16 94 112 

% 1,8% 14,3% 83,9% 100,0% 

Total 

 
11 27 126 164 

% 6,7% 16,5% 76,8% 100,0% 

 
   
        Table 6. Comparison of generalized anxiety disorder-7 scales levels of individuals 
 

 Generalized Anxiety Disorder 
Total x2 p 

Mild Moderate High Severe 

Gender 

Male 
n 32 14 4 2 52 

 

 

 

 

 

6,81 

 

 

 

 

 

0,078 

% 61,5% 26,9% 7,7% 3,8% 100,0% 

Female 
n 45 42 16 9 112 

% 40,2% 37,5% 14,3% 8,0% 100,0% 

Total 

 
77 56 20 11 164 

% 47,0% 34,1% 12,2% 6,7% 100,0% 

 
        

Table 7. Correlations of the COVID-19 stress scale, perceived stress scale -10 and generalized anxiety disorder-7 
scales 

 

 COVID-19 Stress 

Scale 

Perceived Stress 

Scale -10 

Generalized 

Anxiety Disorder-7 

COVID-19 Stress Scales 1 ,316** ,474** 

Perceived Stress Scale -10 
 

1 ,584** 

Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 
  

1 

 
 

       
Table 8. Internal consistency and the mean scores for COVID-19 stress scale, perceived stress scale -10, and 
generalized anxiety disorder-7 scales 

        

 Mean scores 
Internal consistency 

 

COVID-19 Stress Scale 64.4±25.2 0.938 

Perceived Stress Scale -10 18.8±5.9 0.915 

Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 5.46±4.8 0.748 
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Discussion 
 
Considering the history of the world, fear and 

stress are strong emotions that are frequently 
encountered during the epidemic period. Especially 
during pandemic periods, healthcare workers face 
more psychological problems such as stress and anxiety 
compared to the general public. It is thought that fear 
and anxiety increase in dentists who are heavily 
exposed to saliva and aerosol, which is one of the most 
important transmission routes of coronavirus. In this 
study, the working status of dentists during the 
pandemic process and the impacts of the pandemic on 
the stress and anxiety levels of dentists were 
evaluated. The results showed that the COVID-19 
pandemic causes stress and anxiety in dentists, and it 
is seen that this situation affects female dentists more 
than male dentists. In addition, working during the 
pandemic process can benefit dentists from less stress 
caused by the pandemic. 

The females had more sensitive to stress factors 
and were confronted with more stressors compared to 
males. A study conducted with 204 participants in Israel 
evaluated the psychological risk factors in the COVID-
19 process and suggested that being a woman, living 
alone and having chronic disease are important risk 
factors (19). A cross-sectional survey study of a sample 
consisting of 367 students from Saudi Arabia evaluated 
sociodemographic characteristics, PSS and their 
emotions and concerns during the pandemic and 
concluded that a significant difference between male 
and female university student’s level of stress (20). 
Elbay et al. investigated the psychological responses of 
healthcare workers and related factors by online survey 
during the COVID-19 outbreak. According to their 
study, being male, older, having more work experience 
associated with lower scores (21). Similar results were 
reported in previous survey studies (19-25). In our 
study, the female dentists reported significantly higher 
levels of stress and anxiety compared to male dentists. 
Also, studies showed a positive correlation between 
anxiety and stress levels, which is similar to our 
research results (26, 27). 

Many studies have been researched on the mental 
health of individuals during situations such as isolation, 
lockdown,  and quarantine to prevent the spread of 
pandemics (28). These studies reported that when 
individuals are restricted to a certain kind of 
environment, their mental health gets adversely 
affected. Stress, anxiety and depression may be viewed 
as normal emotional reactions in the face of a 
pandemic. Healthcare workers in previous pandemics 
have experienced high levels of stress, anxiety and low 
mood, with negative psychological impacts (6, 29, 30).   

The results of a study investigating the anxiety of 
surgical assistant doctors of being infected with the 
COVID-19 virus reported that assistants with less 
working hours had higher anxiety of being infected with 
the COVID-19 virus. However, it was observed that 
assistant doctors had higher GAD-7 scores (≥10) 
compared to trainee students (31). Another study 
investigated depression, stress, and anxiety levels of 
physicians during the COVID-19 outbreak and reported 

that being male, older, and having more work 
experience were associated with lower depression, 
stress, and anxiety scores (21). In our study, there was 
showed that dentists have high-stress level and 
moderate anxiety level. In addition, our study observed 
that there was no significant difference between 
working and non-working dentists in the period of 
restrictions on CSS, PSS-10, and GAD-7 scales. This can 
be due to their ability to adapt to crises. It can also be 
because the survey was done after the early parts of 
the pandemic when cases were low, and the health 
care system was not engulfed (32).  

To our knowledge, this study was the first one to 

evaluate the CSS that has been surveying dentists after 
its development. Our study showed a high COVID-19 
stress level in dentists; moreover, CSS showed a 
positive correlation with PSS-10 and GAD-7. 

 
 

Conclusions 

 
Pandemic can cause mood changes such as anxiety 

and stress that negatively affect life in individuals. In 
dentists, there is also an increase in anxiety and stress 
levels caused by the pandemic in the high-risk group. 
The results of our study show that COVID-19 
particularly affects female dentists more and causes 
more stress for female physicians than male physicians. 
In addition, working during the pandemic process can 
benefit dentists from less stress caused by the 
pandemic. 
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